
Grass Topper
In-line and Semi Offset

Reinforced one piece fabricated deck from 3mm steel plate.

Reinforced structural frame across the body of the topper for 
absolute rigidity.

Cat. 1 pins on models; TOP3, TOP4, TOP5.

Cat.1 & Cat.2 pins on TOP6

Galvanised headstock and skids for longer life

Double jaw support lift arm brackets on TOP6

Adjustable headstock for In-Line and Semi-Offset on TOP3, 
TOP4 and TOP5 models.

TOP6 - Semi Offset only

Heavy Duty Comer Gearbox and boron steel blade carrier.

Shear bolt protected PTO shaft & convex skids

Wheel option available for TOP4 and TOP5.

Code TOP4 TOP5 TOP6

20
1.4m

1
2

30
1.65m

1
2

40
1.82m

1
2

Tractor HP Reqʼd

Transport Width

No. of Rotors

No. of Blades

No. of Gearbox

Gearbox Rating

Weight

1
30hp
202kg

1
30hp
246kg

1
40hp
323kg

TOP3

20
1.17m

1
2
1

30hp
170kg
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TOP9 - 9ft standard model for topping meadows and grass.

Fabricated one piece deck from 3mm steel plate with a 
reinforced structural frame across the topper body for rigidity.

H.D galvanised chain support for secure transport

Floating headstock for constant ground contact and even cut. 

Reinforced 4mm sides with convex galvanised skids

Gearbox and rotors mounted on one piece HD central base plate 
with Indestructible HD boron steel blade carriers 

HD 55h.p Comer gear box with straight drive-line protected by 
rubber couplings

PTO over-run and shear bolt protection against rotor impact

Double jaw support lift arm brackets with Cat 2 lift arm pins.

In-line Topper

Fitted with 75HP gear boxes.

HD flexible knuckle drive line
protected by rubber couplings.

Fitted with fluted blades with 
additional straight blades for 
mulching effect when cutting.

Super 900 model
TOP9INHD & TOP9HDOF (2.7m) 9ft Heavy Duty models 
(For rushes and Heavy Grass) 

Code
TOP9
TOP9INHD
TOP9HDOF

HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

Grass Topper

70
80
80

2.74m
2.74m
2.74m

2
2
2

4
8
8

3
3
3

55hp
75hp
75hp

494kg
500kg
500kg

TOP9HDOF
(Front mounted model)
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Grass Topper
Super Float Grass Topper

Fabricated one piece deck from 3mm steel plate fitted on 
reinforced structural frame across the body of the 
topper for absolute rigidity.

Floating top link and hinged body provide bi-lateral movement 
for constant ground contact and even cut. 

Reinforced  4mm sides with galvanised convex skids

Gearbox and rotor mounted on a heavy duty central base plate 

Single rotor with indestructible HD boron steel blade carrier 
fitted with free floating Specially designed fluted hardened steel 
cutting blades to disperse grass evenly

Adjustable cutting height 50mm - 200mm

Converts to working/transport position manually

Comer gear boxes with straight drive-line.

PTO over-run and shear bolt protection against rotor impact

Double jaw support lift arm brackets with Cat 2 lift arm pins.

Easy access greasing points

Parking stand

TOP6SM  (1.8m)  6ft Single rotor

Code
TOP6SM

HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

50 1.82m 1 2 2 40hp 431kg
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Grass Topper
Super Float Grass Topper

(Standard models)
TOP7SF   (2.14m)  7ft  Twin Rotor
TOP8SF   (2.5m)    8ft  Twin Rotor

Fabricated 3mm one piece deck steel plate fitted on reinforced 
structural frame along the body of the topper for rigidity.

Floating top link and hinged body provide bi-lateral movement for 
constant ground contact and even cut. 

Counter rotation of Twin rotor with Indestructible boron steel 
blade carriers fitted with free floating boron steel fluted blades.

Adjustable cutting height 50mm - 200mm

Converts to working/transport position hydraulically, with spring 
loaded safety latch when in transport position.

Hydraulic breakaway standard for the ultimate machine protection 
and speed of operation. (can be reset from the tractor seat)

Comer gear boxes with straight drive-line protected by rubber 
couplings

PTO over-run and shear bolt protection against rotor impact

Double jaw support lift arm brackets with Cat 2 lift arm pins.

Fitted with 75HP gear box.

Heavy duty flexible knuckle drive line protected by rubber couplings.

Fitted with fluted blades with additional straight blades for mulching.

Code HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

TOP7SF
TOP8SF

TOP8SFHD

TOP8SFHD   (2.5m) 8ft  Twin Rotor  (Heavy Duty model)
For rushes and heavy grass 

70
80
80

1.83m
1.83m
1.83m

2
2
2

4
4
8

3
3
3

55hp
55hp
75hp

616kg
650kg
670kg
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Grass Topper
Super Float Grass Topper
TOP10SF

Manufactured from high tensile strength steel resulting in a light 
weight yet durable machine

Floating top link and hinged body provide bi-lateral movement for 
constant ground contact and even cut. 

Counter rotation of triple rotor with Indestructible boron steel 
blade carriers fitted with free floating boron steel fluted blades 
that lift and disperse the grass evenly.

Adjustable cutting height 50mm - 200mm

Converts to working/transport position hydraulically, with spring 
loaded safety latch when in transport position.

Hydraulic breakaway standard for the ultimate machine protection 
and speed of operation. (can be reset from the tractor seat)

Comer gear boxes with straight drive-line protected by rubber 
coupling

PTO over-run and shear bolt protection against rotor impact

Double jaw support lift arm brackets.

Cat 2 lift arm pins.

Protective Curtain

Code HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

TOP10SF 100 1.65m 3 6 4 55hp 700kg
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Grass Topper
Trailed Superfloat Grass Topper
The Fully-Offset trailed Grass Topper was designed with the more 
professional operator in mind, for use on parkland, sports fields, 
airports, equestrian and agricultural use.  The award winning design 
with the unique spring assisted free floating movement allows the 
cutting deck to stay in constant contact with the ground while the 
counter rotation combine with the fluted blades creating an 
up-draught lifting the grass to leave a smooth even cut. 
Ideal for outlying farms with undulating land where a low HP 
requirement is beneficial and road transport is necessary.

There are 2 models available; 
TOP8T  2.5m  8ft Standard.   
TOP9T  2.7m  9ft Heavy Duty

TOP8T - 2.5m 8ft Standard
For meadow and grass

Fabricated one piece deck from 3mm steel plate fitted on a 
reinforced structural frame of the topper for absolute rigidity.

Guards and skids galvanised and bolted in place for quiet 
operation and easy maintenance.

Free floating deck with spring assisted floatation allowing the 
deck to glide over the ground keeping the blades at an even 
cutting height at all times, creating minimal stress on the 
machine 

Reinforced heavy duty 4mm sides with convex skids.

Counter rotation of the rotors combine with the fluted hardened 
steel cutting blades to disperse grass evenly

Gearboxes and twin rotors mounted on a heavy duty one piece 
central base plate and fitted with Indestructible boron steel blade 
carriers with free floating blade protection in the event of a 
collision.
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Trailed Superfloat Grass Topper

Fitted with 75HP gear box.

Heavy duty flexible knuckle drive line protected by rubber 
couplings.

Fitted with fluted and additional straight blades for mulching 
effect when cutting.

Ideal for large farms, contract work and hire fleets.

Hydraulic safety locking mechanism 

Adjustable cutting height 50mm - 200mm

Converts to working/transport position hydraulically, follows 
directly behind the tractor.

All pivot points are heavy duty and fitted with easy access grease 
points. 

Comer gear box with straight drive-line protected by rubber 
couplings.

Lift arm draw-bar combined with Wide Angle PTO c/w over-run 
and shear bolt protection for better 
manoeuvrability and tighter turning when operating.

Oversized tyres (10.5 x 75 x 15.3) on a reinforced wheel carriage

TOP9T  2.7m  9ft Heavy Duty
For rushes and heavy grass

Code HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

TOP8T
TOP9T

80
80

2.53m
2.80m

2
2

4
8

3
3

55hp
75hp

650kg
850kg

Grass Topper
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Grass Topper
Heavy Duty 6ft Toppers
For rushes and heavy grass/weeds
TOP6HD.

Heavy Duty Semi-Offset or in-line Grass Topper (6ft)

Cat 2 pins

Used for the clearance of heavy rushes and bracken.

80HP Gear Box

Friction Clutch or shear bolt option

Heavy Duty reinforced Deck

Heavy Duty Boron steel blade carrier with high performance blades

Galvanised skids and A frames

Smooth top deck (no water traps)

Optional Chain Rotor

Code HP Transport 
Width Rotors Blades Gearbox Gearbox 

Rating Weight

TOP6HD 90 1.8m 1 4 1 80hp 382kg
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